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The Use of the Name "Austrian," and How the Austrians and Others Thought About It
In general the term "Austrian Economics" has been used both descriptively and normatively. It has either designated a set of ideas about the fundamental nature of economic theory and its logical implications or it has been viewed as a conception of society and the market with certain policy implications concerning the limits to and dangers from government intervention and control.
The terms "Austrian" or "Austrian School" or "Austrian Economics" were not used by Carl Menger, the School's founder, in his own early writings, neither in his
Principles of Economics (Menger, 1871) (Menger, 1883) . His points of attack were what he considered to be the faulty foundations of the existing (classical) theory of value for explaining human decision-making and market phenomena; and his highly critical analysis of the German Historical School for its emphasis on periodspecific fact and data mining in an attempt to inductively derive economic theories to explain social and market phenomena in particular historical epochs.
nor in his Investigations into the Method of the Social Sciences with Special Reference to Economics
It is sometimes difficult to appreciate today the full flavor of the ideas of these German historicists. The entire trend of thinking in Germany for most of the 19 th century had been in a direction totally anathema to what became the ideas of the Austrian School.
Following the defeat of Napoleon, the anti-liberal spirit (in the broadest sense) had been strongest and most successful in the German States. German Romanticism had started as a literary and poetic movement extolling the "spirit" over the intellect and the connectedness of man to nature. But in the hands of a growing number of German thinkers it was turned into a revolt against the Enlightenment, reason, liberalism, and free trade (Kohn, 1950) .
It was not only that they rejected much of economic theory as it had developed from the time of Adam Smith and David Ricardo, including the ideas that emerged out of the "marginalist" revolution of the late 19 th century. Nor that they insisted upon and erroneously believed that they were actually following a "theory-free" approach to historical and statistical investigations in trying to unearth period-specific "laws" of economics.
It was also, and crucially, their philosophical and ideological collectivism that rejected methodological, epistemological and ethical individualism. Social analysis did not begin with the individual, but with the collective whole. What defined the collective were such things as nation, race, genetics, and intuitive insight belonging to a select and chosen few who "understood" the true meaning and real interests of the German people, the Volk. In their view the role of all economic policy was to help prepare the nation for war and conquest as the path to "national greatness." i Menger's Investigations into the Method of the Social Sciences was a frontal assault against the very foundations of the Historical School. He insisted that the purpose of social science was to develop "exact laws" that would be derived from an analysis of the universal and unchanging elements ever present in the human condition. These exact laws would, then, enable the social analyst to deduce the origin of economic value under conditions of inescapable scarcity, and to show the logical process by which men evaluate goods at "the margin," (though Menger never gave a name to this concept in his Principles) in a world of time, uncertainty, and causality.
From these "exact laws," the social analyst would deduce the "laws" of price formation and the ranges within which market prices must settle, given conditions of either monopoly or emerging competition. It was these exact laws that would enable the social scientist to then give intelligibility and interpretation to the evolutionary processes of human society, of which the institutions of the market were one subset.
Contrary to the German historicists, who looked to conscious laws and political powers to understand the evolution of society and its institutions, Menger insisted that many if not most human institutions were results of spontaneous social interactions among multitudes of human actors, the outcomes of which often led to consequences far superior to the planned actions of governments. Menger admitted that many aspects of the social order were the result of conscious intention through political and legal decision-making. But he emphasized that those spontaneous institutions -language, manner, customs, traditions, much of the law itself, as well as money and commercial rules and procedures -grew in ways outside of intentional designs with numerous positive effects for humanity (Menger, 1883, pp. 139-159) .
Menger also believed that the social sciences should not be turned into a handmaiden to political power and national ambition. Economics should be viewed and practiced as a "value-free" discipline. As Menger expressed it a few years later: "It is the task of science to be concerned solely with fact and not with value. (Menger, 1889, p. 20 Zuckerkindl beginning in the middle of the 1880s -that the name "Austrian School"
began to be widely applied to describe their particular set of ideas. But the name was given to them by their opponents in the German Historical School as an expression of distain. vi Schmoller insisted that those who propounded the "abstract ideas" of the Austrian School vii were not fit for appointments at German universities, which created an almost insurmountable barrier to any of Menger's followers finding professorships in Germany (Seligman, 1962, p. 274 By the end of the first decade of the 20 th century, therefore, it seemed to many that the core ideas of the Austrian School had been absorbed by the majority of "modern"
economists around the world. Most economists (especially outside of Germany) accepted and utilized the theory of marginal utility; employed Wieser's notion of "cost" as forgone alternative product; often used Bőhm-Bawerk's formulation of the "marginal pairs" to explain the determination of market prices, and at least debated and took seriously the Austrian (i.e., Bőhm-Bawerk's) theory of capital and interest.
In this early period of the 20 th century, the prominent Austrian Economists of the time did not see or fully understand many of the implications of their own ideas that only became clearer to the interwar generation of the School -most especially by Ludwig von
Mises and Friedrich A. Hayek. Only when they were confronted with challenges from the mainstream of the economics profession during the 1920s and 1930s did they most clearly began to realize that they often meant different things than many of their marginalist "cousins," even when they used the same words or phrases (Ebeling, 2003, pp. 1-9, 34-60) . But at the time, it appeared to many of them that Austrian Economics was now more or less an integral part of contemporary economics So it, apparently, seemed to Carl Menger. In 1903, he told an American scholar visiting him in Vienna, "It is entirely indifferent to me whether the name Austrian School be preserved. The important thing is that every economist worthy of the name has now virtually adopted every essential thing that I stood for." The appellation 'Austrian School' became the name given to an important chapter of the history of economic thought; it was no longer the name of a specific sect with doctrines different from those held by other economists" (1969, p. 19 ).
Subjectivism and Action in the Austrian Conceptions of the Market Process
In the late 1960s, when the only references to the Austrian School in the works of most economists were in the context of the history of economic thought, Ludwig M.
Lachmann observed, "Unfortunately, they [the Austrians] never were able to show with the cogency their case required the incompatibility between the idea of planned action, the very core of Austrian economic thought, and an analytical model which knows no action, but only reaction" (1969, p. 164) It was all so clear, yet so confusing almost from the start. All the new marginalist thinkers were interested in explaining why "value" was not inherent in a good, as the labor theory of value seemed to imply. They wanted to demonstrate that whether something possessed valued depended upon a certain relation: the quantity of a good relative to the demand for it. And demand, they all said, was based on the "usefulness" or "utility" of a good for a user. Furthermore, people not only distinguished between different types of goods (water vs. diamonds), but they evaluated units of the same good in different ways -based on the marginal significance of the last use of a supply of good that has had been or could be applied.
This analysis introduced a distinct "subjective" element -the personal judgment of the individual user about the "utility" or "pleasure" or "usefulness" that a unit of the good might have for him. Hence, tastes and the evaluation of goods (at the margin) were subjective, being known and weighed only by the user.
Already there were differences, but only understood through a glass darkly. For
Jevons and Walras, "utility" was a magnitude of pleasure from the consumption of goods, the ratios of which could be compared to the "objective" prices of the market to determine whether or not there might be additional gains from acquiring more of one good relative to another. Francis Edgeworth, in his Mathematical Psychics, even looked forward to the day when man would have it in his power to devise a "hedonometer" that could be put on people's head to measure the amount of pleasure provided by the consumption of goods, for above all his was "the concept of man as a pleasure machine" (1881, p. 15). xiii Here, finally, would be a truly quantitative economics that would equal the methods and power of the natural sciences. Edgeworth's indifference curves were meant to be quantitative totals of utility received from consuming various combinations of goods (p. 24).
Pareto's "hills of ophelimity" may have been claimed by him to be a way to get around the problem of measuring utility by "merely" determining the individual's preference between combinations of goods that were more, less, or equally preferred. But this was only a sleight-of-hand to be able to maintain the use of the powerful tools of the calculus to determine optimal combinations relative to the budget constraints and the relative prices of goods (Pareto, 1927, pp. 113, 120 ).
Once we had these indifference curves, Pareto said, "The individual can disappear, provided he leaves us this photograph of his tastes" (p. 120). The human actor no longer had a purpose or function in the economist's analysis. He was merely one of the "variables" the interaction between which determined equilibrium states.
Pareto, here, was only following in the steps laid out earlier by Jevons and
Walras. Jevons created his demand curves by assuming the individual decides what
quantities of goods he might be interested in buying when he is confronted with alternative prices in "perfect markets" with the participants already knowing the equilibrium ratios of exchange (Jevons, 1879, pp. 87-90) . Walras conjured up an auction in which the auctioneer cries out prices to the respective demands and suppliers; from the individual demands and suppliers he then adds up the market demands and suppliers, juxtapositions them and derives his "simultaneous solutions" for a general equilibrium state (Walras, 1874, pp. 93, 122, 143). xiv In these analyses, the actor was a passive agent, who merely "reacted' to the constraints and data with which he was confronted to derive the necessary utility or demand curves that the economist needed to close the circle of his equilibrium theory.
This came close to Veblen's caricature of economic man as a mere "globule of desire"
with little thought or action other than as a gluttonous consumer of quantities of "stuff" offered to him at "given" prices (Veblen, 1899) .
In addition, what place or role could time, uncertainty, or expectations play in these versions of the marginalist approach? Jevons assumed that each individual entered the market knowing their own tastes and endowments of goods, and knew the same about everyone else in his conception of a "perfect market." This assured that no errors could occur and all trade took place at equilibrium prices. Walras paternalistically took care of the problem for the suppliers and demanders by generously supplying them with that auctioneer who gathered all the necessary data before any trades were consummated at equilibrium prices.
Pareto distinguished between "logical" and "non-logical" action, with the economist only concerned with "logical" action under which repeated trades and accumulated information from the transactions assured that everyone in the market knew the "objectively" correct means and ends, and the right equilibrium terms of trade at which to buy and sell. Sociologists (and Pareto was a profound and insightful sociologist as well) were left to deal with those more complex and indeterminate situations resulting from imperfect knowledge, psychological and ideological biases and prejudices, and institutional uncertainty that he encompassed under the heading of the field of "nonlogical" action (Pareto, 1927, pp. 30-32; 1966, pp. 124-125, 193-195) .
How different was the Austrian view of these things from the economists who were the precursors of what has become known as the Neo-classical, or mainstream, tradition in economics!
Carl Menger
Menger began his analysis with the reminder that all things are subject to the laws of cause and effect. The task of man was to discover those causalities that would assist him in finding and applying the appropriate means to his desired ends. To speak of causality was to refer to time: a before and an after; a becoming and a became. But time also introduced the element of uncertainty -the uncertainty over whether what one wants now will still be what is wanted when actions over time have produced a particular outcome; and whether the means thought to be available will turn out to be actually there when one needs them at some later stage in the production process that transforms "higher order" goods into "lower order" consumer goods. There were also the uncertainties about the actions of others, whose decisions influenced the possible outcomes of one's own plans (Menger, 1871, pp. 67-68, 80-81, 148-150) .
When Menger turned to the process by which prices were formed on the market, he did not simply assume competitive conditions of equilibrium or an artificial auctioneer. No, he explained that trade normally would begin with various traders having a monopoly position, based on those individuals who had first started offering a product or chose some specialization in the division of labor. Only later as others observed the monopolist's trading successes would competition emerge as those others entered the market as his rivals. From a wide range within which price could fall in a bilateral monopoly situation the arrival of more suppliers and demands would slowly narrow the range within which price would be formed and determined (Menger, 1871, pp. 180, 190-195) .
In Menger's world, social institutions were not taken as given. One of the central tasks of economic analysis is to show how the social order emerges, develops, takes shape, and evolves over time. Man's uncertainty and the processes of time result in much in this world being the unintended the result of men's actions, and often with good effects for the betterment of mankind.
Bőhm-Bawerk
If Menger was content to merely explain the ranges within which prices had to fall due to the marginal evaluations of demands and suppliers, Bőhm-Bawerk was interested in trying to explain exactly how the market arises from the subjective evaluations of traders (Bőhm-Bawerk, 1959, pp. 203-222 Indeed, he argued that all of the resulting market actions were grounded in expectations -expectations of the degree to which the good that might be bought was important to the actor's future well-being and therefore the intensity of marginal significance that good possessed. This would begin to set in the actor's mind the maximum bid that he might be willing to make to acquire it; and as he started to interact with others in the market he would form an expectation of what minimum price he would have to bid to successfully beat his closest rival in the contest of purchasing the good.
Similar expectations would be at work in the minds of those on the supply-side about the minimum price they would accept for the good if necessary, and what maximum price they could ask for, without running the risk of losing the sale to a more eager competitor anxious to make a sale (pp. 240-243).
It is only in the interactions of the market that men discover actually how much they value what they could buy and how little they value what they can sell. In Bőhm-Bawerk's world the traders initiate the bids and offers. They decide whether they value a good more than they originally thought, so as not to lose out to the next most interested buyer who also wants to purchase that desired commodity. Up goes the price, with each transactor deciding if the latest bid by one of his demand-side rivals has pushed the price up to the maximum threshold point at which he chooses to bow out, due to the price now
being greater than what he thinks the good to be worth at the margin.
The same process plays itself out on the supply-side with suppliers eager to not miss out on a profitable sale by allowing one of their rivals to underbid him. Each weighs whether or not the price has reached a minimum below which it is not worth selling and better to hold on to the good. The two-sided competition continues until a price range has been reached within which all willing buyers on the demand-side are successfully matched with willing sellers on the supply-side. Bőhm-Bawerk's market may also be an auction, but it is one in which the actors make the bids and offers; they initiate the actions that form the prices that finally brings the arena of exchange into balance.
And behind it all, Böhm-Bawerk insisted, was the fact that "price is, from beginning to end the product of subjective valuation" (p. 225). But, clearly, in Bőhm-Bawerk's meaning subjective valuation was something more than merely "tastes and preferences." His actors have reflective minds, they evaluate what things might be worth
to them, what they might have to bid or offer to get it; and how far it was worth going in the actual interchange and process of the market competition before deciding to fall by the wayside under the pressure of some rival with a demand to buy or a willingness to sell more intense than his own.
Wieser
Part of Wieser's analysis of subjective valuation and marginal decision-making was in direct contradiction to the manner in which the Jevons/Walras traditions developed the marginalist idea. He did not look for ways to apply the calculus by assuming infinitely small variations in the amounts of goods; he did not think that the logic of understanding the agent's decisions about choosing among goods required the mathematical nicety of the equi-marginal principle.
It would, however, be a mistake to believe -as almost every writer who has occupied himself with this question had done, Jevons more than any other -that it is necessary to keep strictly in every branch of expenditure to the same degree of satisfaction, the same level, the same marginal utility. This is quite against the nature of wants, for wants have not each an equal but a peculiar satiation scale.
Were the "level of household expenditure" be understood in this way, every addition to income would require to be laid out equally in corresponding enlargement of every branch of expenditure. As a matter of fact it is usually spent on a few branches, while others remain as they are; or, if the additional income be so great as to allow of an improved condition of things all round, the extra expenditure is distributed in the most irregular manner. The satiation scales of wants are very diverse, the receptive power of one want is great, that of another comparatively small; that is to say one is susceptible of a degree of intensity which another does not reach, or which it oversteps. (Wieser, 1889, p. 15) Wieser's emphasis, then, was on the reality of wants and the choice process.
Goods are discrete; the scale of wants is discontinuous in its make-up with some wants reaching levels of satisfaction before others, with some dropping out of the realm of future desirability (at least for the time being), and being replaced by other wants previously unsatisfied at all; or when all-round additions to the satisfaction of wants is possible, they are frequently enlarged in a non-proportional fashion.
"Rather than to economic equilibrium" Wieser said, "theory should turn to margins of use" (1914). Wieser's subjectivist realism, in other words, called for economic theory not to be designed to fit a preconceived notion of mathematical conformity of the data to fit the method. Instead, a "subjectivist" approach required asking, how do men actually evaluate goods? What is the way they really order and arrange their preferences given the concrete discreteness of desirable commodities? And in what way are their wants actually satisfied at the margin in comparison to others? The method should follow the nature of the subject matter being studied. The subject matter
should not be remolded into a shape merely to fit a preconceived idea of what is the appropriate method of "science." Subjective margins of use, not ratios of marginal quantities of utility, should be the way to study men's choices concerning goods.
Philip Wicksteed
As Bőhm-Bawerk pointed out, not all economists in Austria were "Austrians,"
and not all "Austrians" were from Austria. xvi As the Austrian Economists became better known and read in different languages, a growing number of economists adapted the "Austrian" conceptions of the nature of economics. One of them was the British economist, Philip Wicksteed. He is usually considered a follower of Jevons who attempted to synthesis Jevons' ideas with those of the Austrians (Schumpeter, 1954, p. 832; Robbins, 1970, pp. 202-205) . And there is some truth in this. But if we understand the wider Austrian idea of subjectivism beyond mere given tastes and preferences,
Wicksteed is far more "Austrian" than "Jevonian."
He was a major contributor to the concept of economics as a logic of choice.
Economics is not a study of one particular side or aspect of human life -the pursuit of material wealth, as many of the Classical Economists presumed -but the study of an inescapable relationship between any and all human ends in comparison to any and all means for their fulfillment. Whenever means are insufficient to serve human ends, then that relationship has an particular economic aspect to it: the necessity to rank ends in order of importance and allocate the available means in a manner consist with those preferences (Wicksteed, 1910, pp. 20-30) . Thus, he said, "from first to last . . . the laws of
Economics are the laws of life" (p.404).
He also developed a subjectivist notion of cost, demonstrating that all costs are themselves subjective evaluations concerning the use of means in alternative directions having nothing to do merely with the expenditure of labor effort or the physical use of factors of production. This lead him to argue that there is no such thing as a supply curve, since any supply of a good is merely the mirror reflection of its (marginal) reservation demand in other uses (p. 785).
But what has been given less attention in the context of the themes we are discussing is Wicksteed's develop of a theory of price formation and price change on the basis of entrepreneurial expectations and experience. Everyday experience tells us that prices are not normally formed through auction processes, whether of the type presented by Walras with an imaginary auctioneer, or in the form presented by Bőhm-Bawerk where all the buyers and sellers are actively shouting out bids or crying out offers.
We enter the market and the prices are already given to us. We, as consumers, decide how much of each commodity we shall buy. The prices may be different tomorrow when we return to the market, but the buyers certainly do not make the prices nor change them. They react to the prices that they find in the market. So from whence come these prices, and how and who changes them?
Wicksteed explains that in the division of labor this is part of the role of the retail entrepreneur. Consumers do not all enter the market during the trading day at the same time. Rather they come in sequence, one at a time as the day progresses. They may come in a greater cluster in the morning or the afternoon. But however they appear in the market, the total demand for the available supplies will not materialize all at once.
Precisely because all demanders would not appear simultaneously, what will be the total demand by all buyers over the whole trading day was "a matter of estimate and conjecture." And in Wicksteed's view the responsibility for forming these expectations fell on the shoulders of the seller (p.236).
The seller could adjust the price to sell all of his available stock to buyers who, say, do their shopping early in the morning. Buyers later in the day, alas, will discover the shelves empty when they arrive. Expecting "a constant flow of potential customers throughout the day," Wicksteed explained, at any moment the sellers "have a reserve price, not on their own account but in anticipation of the wants of others." The seller, therefore, acts as the "reader of the public mind, anticipator of future wants, or speculator as to the wants of the portion of the public not present in person." As Wicksteed elaborated, "What the purchaser meets in the market is a reflection of her own mind and that of her compeers thrown back from the mind of the seller . . . It is the collective mind of the purchasers, then, as estimated by the sellers, that determine the price proclaimed by the latter." Thus, the "primary function" of the sellers was "to represent the whole body of consumers in his dealings with each individual consumer" (pp. 218-219, 231-236).
The price set by the seller, therefore, was meant to be one that represents the best estimate the seller could make about the total demand for the good relative to his available stock. Thus, the buyer who sees plenty of the good in the store and wonders why the seller doesn't lower its price to make it more attractive for him to purchase more right now, fails to see his invisible demand-side rivals who also want to buy some amounts of the good but are not presently in the market and who will only show up later in the trading day.
Wicksteed goes on to say that the seller's pricing policy has nothing to do with altruism. But rather is another example of the "invisible hand" served through the motive of self-interest. If he were to lower the price sufficiently to clear out his stock in the morning, say, then he will miss out on all the afternoon business that could have been his at a uniform higher price throughout the trading day. At the same time, if he overestimates the afternoon sales and sets the price too high over the entire trading day, when the day's business is done he will be left with unsold inventory, and sales revenue will be less than it might have been.
Possibility for error abounds, Wicksteed emphasized, since market conditions are constantly changing. Thus entrepreneurial expectations of demand across time are crucial for success. Yet mistakes will be made. Inventories will be depleted too much, or will accumulate above desired levels. In the next trading day, prices will be set anew based on the reality of the day before and what that experience suggestions for forming expectations today (p. 225-226). These changes in stock will then be communicated backward up the production chain to wholesalers and to manufacturers and to the suppliers of the "original" factors of production. This will set in motion the resulting shifts in relative demand, prices and resource allocations in the "higher stages" of the production processes to see to it that the relative structures of production reflect the changing patterns of demand for the goods and services ultimately bought by the consuming public (p. 393).
In Wicksteed's world, there are no "simultaneous solutions" in the market.
Exchanges occur in sequential patterns through time; expectations need to be formed on the part of sellers as to the volume of consumer demand for the setting of prices; errors and miscalculations result in trades at "false prices"; corrections and revisions in sellers'
expectations send ripples of re-evaluation through the production process to the factors of production, and brings about changes in the structure of relative prices based on new expectations from market experiences. And as a result, any equilibrium towards which the market might be tending was "path dependent." Or as Wicksteed expressed it, "any actual transactions made in consequence of a mistake in estimating the equilibrium price at any given moment will theoretically alter the equilibrium price itself," through alterations in preferences and endowments (p. 227).
Herbert Davenport
In the United States, a close follower of the Austrian School was Herbert Davenport. He had written an entire book in the form of an imminent criticism to clarify the Austrian analysis of the relationship between value and marginal utility. (Davenport, 1908) . His purpose was not to deny or disprove the Austrian argument but to refine it and place it on a sounder footing (Davenport, 1902) .
But his particular contribution to the Austrian subjectivist theory of the market process was in his later work, The Economics of Enterprise (1913) . He reminds the reader that the market is a complex network of interdependent participants, in which any change in one corner results in ramifications and necessary adjustments in other parts of the system. But, again, interdependency did not mean simultaneity, and certainly not through any fictitious auctioneers or mathematical simultaneous solutions. It was equally absurd to even speak loosely about the "society" solving the economy problem. There were no collective entities called "society" or "the market." There were only individuals whose interactions generated the outcomes of the market. The market is ultimately driven by the demanders, Davenport argues, whose wants direct all that happens in the arena of exchange and production. But demanders do not directly guide the processes of production. This is done by the entrepreneur who stands "as the intermediary in the case, representing in his hiring and buying of productive factors, the demand of the purchasing public, and representing in his cost computations, the degree of scarcity of the production factors relative to the demand for their products." It is "the competition of the entrepreneurs of each industry with the other entrepreneurs of the same industry, and of the competition of the entrepreneurs of each industry with those of other industries" that brought about the prices of the factors of production (p. 194).
The real world of market activity, Davenport emphasized, is one of constant change, shifting demand, modified supplies, and new innovations for producing things.
This meant that whatever the entrepreneurs planned today, in terms of products to be brought to the market tomorrow, is based on uncertain expectations concerning a future that was not likely to be a copy of the day before.
Since it is through the prism of the entrepreneur's expectations that decisions are made, then the cost of production -in the form of the money prices that are offered and paid for the hire and use of factors of production -are reflections of the mental judgments of those who undertake the responsibility of "captaining" the society's enterprises. All costs, therefore, are entrepreneurial costs within the firm. And it is their
estimates that determine what land, labor, and capital are worth. Their estimates are based on what they think consumers may want and the prices they might be willing to pay. But, nonetheless, they are the subjective appraisements about a future that might be, and is not yet realized.
As Davenport expressed it, the entrepreneur's "cost" of production was reducible In Davenport's hands, the market process is an analysis in subjective relationships bound together by the gain-seeking activities of competitive entrepreneurs. The causal connections were evident to him: goods have value because they serve wants; production has a motive in the creation of goods to satisfy those wants; for equilibrium, the supplies of goods and the factors of production need to be so distributed so that no net advantage exists for the shifting of "supplies" from one alternative use to another in the service of competing demands.
The critical issue is to explain how an equilibrium would tend to come into being -an explanation, Davenport argued, that would run in terms of individual actions of personalities possessing thought, will, consciousness, and memory. Market costs, as an element in this process, are all reducible to the subjective estimates of the respective entrepreneurs whose competitive actions generate the "objective" factor prices. In his 1915, Economic Principles, American "Austrian" economist, Frank A.
Conclusion
Fetter stated that, "In truth the presence of men is always, and must always be, implied and understood in any study of the value of wealth. This means not merely that man is the evaluator, the chooser of goods, this means also that man is the doer of acts." There is nothing static in the world, Fetter said. "Desire is a mental reaching out for things" and "the fitness of things for accomplishing man's desires is what makes them objects of choice." In all of this, man "ceases to accept passively [nature's] conditions, and to live on its grudging gifts, he becomes its fashioner, in a sense its creator. His intelligence and his wants are most important factors determining what the form of the physical world about him shall be" (Fetter, 1915, pp. 23, 50, 52, 171-172) .
This in essence is what did and still does distinguish the Austrians from many if not most other economists. Man is not simply a "functional form" in a set of simultaneous equations. His ends and goals are not merely "arguments" in a utility function. His conception and use of means are more than sets of "initial endowments." In fact, to reduce man to this is to strip him of those qualities that, well, make him man.
Jevons and Walras and most of those who have followed them have been captives of the scientistic fallacy, i.e., the uncritical and misplaced application of one conceived method of doing science to a subject matter for which that method is inappropriate. As
Hayek explained in The Counter-Revolution of Science (1955) , it was a hard and long struggle for the natural sciences to completely free themselves from the anthropomorphism of primitive man. A method of analysis and a set of tools were constructed that could study physical world without the presumption that forces of nature possess human-like qualities.
The "scientific method" in the natural sciences was successful beyond belief. Its use at the applied level has helped transform the world and the human condition. But precisely because of its astounding achievements, other scholars in unrelated fields came
to believe that refinement of their discipline required adopted the methods of their natural science colleagues.
Another way of saying this is that because the natural scientist concluded that rocks were different from men for purposes of his scientific inquiry, the social scientist decided that therefore if a field like economics was to become a "real" science men had to be studied as if they were rocks. In other words, anthropomorphism was banished from economics. The absurdity of this, of course, is that anthropomorphism is quite legitimate in a field such as economics because the subject matter -acting man -has the same human-like qualities as the economists studying their behavior.
The Austrians have been anthropomorphists. That is, they have believed that the proper study of man is man. Not man as a purely "objective object," or as a mathematical function, or as a statistical magnitude, or as some invisible entity that may disappear just as long as he has left us a trace of himself in the form of a photograph of his tastes, as
Pareto put it.
In this sense, the Austrians have been more "empirical" than many mainstream economists. They have "naively" started by asking, what are man's basic characteristics that come into play for understanding market phenomena? And, as we saw, man is the initiator of action; he has intentionality and purpose. He looks for causal connections between means and ends, and he weighs them at the margin.
But what does "the margin" mean? We saw that Wieser insisted that understanding marginal decision-making requires understanding how men implicitly construct and pursue the fulfillment of their value scales, in a world of discrete choices and discontinuous opportunities. Usually the mainstream critic responds to this type of Austrian argument about marginal analysis, by saying, "Well, of course, you're correct, but these are only simplifying assumptions to make some problems more tractable without 'really' doing any serious injustice to the actual facts of the case."
Whether this is true and useful for certain problems may be set aside. What the Austrians feel uncomfortable about is that everything is always put through this methodological sieve. The scientistic prejudice has lead mainstream economists to believe that any analysis not reduced to and made to fit this mold is intractable and not We can analyze and understand them in ways different from solely the methods of the natural sciences because they are exactly like us. We can draw upon that taboo source of knowledge: the introspective glance at the workings of our own mind. Listen to Wieser:
The theoretical economist need never deplore a lack of the instruments which are employed in the exact natural sciences. Whatever advantages they may otherwise enjoy and great as are their achievements, they are nonetheless strangers to their object. They may never scan the innermost recesses of nature. Let their instruments be infinitely refined, still they must be content to describe a succession of happenings, abandoning the hope of showing how the effect springs from the cause. The group of practical sciences, of which economics theory is one, accomplish more. The object of investigation is man in a condition of activity. Hence our mind ratifies every accurate description of the processes of his consciousness by the affirmative declaration that such is the case, and by the compelling feeling that it must be so. . . Where the natural sciences can only offer proof, the theory of economics can persuade, it can enlist the unqualified inner consent of the reader. (Wieser, 1914, pp. 8-9) This may and does shock many economists and other social scientists. Economics was all about; even when its proponents went about "doing" Austrian analysis in explaining marginal decision-making and the workings of the market process; they somehow failed to fully and consciously clarify both to themselves and to others how and why what they were doing was different, distinct, and uniquely insightful.
So even many of the Austrians in those early years of the 20 th century thought that the mainstream of the economics profession had somehow adopted all of the essentials of their teachings, when in fact many of the real essentials were missed or rejected.
In spite of the refinements, elaborations, and enriched developments by members of the Austrian School over the last one hundred years, it is a problem that contemporary Austrian Economists are still trying to overcome.
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